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SkyPortal
Towards a multi-messenger data science platform for the MMA era



The History 

O3 showed us how hard follow-up can be, and O4 is 
not going to get easier, as our interferometers remain 
at quite different sensitivities (plus the unfortunate 
situation with KAGRA’s sensitivity). 

However, because O3 was challenging, we built/
adapted many, many quality tools both during the run 
and afterwards to analyze the results. 

iCARE, gwemopt, simsurvey, POSSIS, gwemlightcurves/nmma, 
NIMBUS, various annotation pipelines, the GROWTH ToO-Marshal, the 
GROWTH Marshal, etc.  



The Vision 

We have also seen our team evolve (both in terms of people coming and going, as well 
as career stages). Even during these 1+ year runs, these aspects change as well.  

For this reason, we have set out to use SkyPortal as our one-stop-shop where many of 
these analyses should be available. This enables us to both save ourselves both in 
time and energy; the run is grueling (but obviously potentially incredibly rewarding) and 
limiting single points of success* is important. Even if in principle more than one person 
knows how to do something, it can be often the case that basically one person knows 
how to do it, and that’s a tough spot to be in. 

* A Patrick Brady special 



Meet the Team

SkyPortal is jointly developed at Caltech, UC Berkeley, the University of 
Minnesota, and the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur. It is in active use by 
ZTF/GROWTH, GRANDMA, DESI, amongst others, and will be in use by 
more than 60 telescopes during O4.



SkyPortal

- Open source (free to use, modify, and 
distribute) 

- Scalable, API-first system, with fine-
grained access control on every data point 
(important for complex collaborations) 

- Multi-survey data archive and alert broker 
- Interactive, mobile-friendly collaborative 

platform for transient, variable, and Solar 
system science cases 

- Workhorse for ML applications: 
classification and labeling at scale 

- Follow-up observation management: 
robotic and classical facilities 

- Well-tested, extensive docs, CI/CD

Initiated in Feb 2020 
Beta up in Sep 2020 

MVP live in Nov 2020

https://docs.fritz.science/api.html
https://skyportal.io/docs/permissions.html
https://skyportal.io/docs/permissions.html


Roadmap

Stability/Scaling

MMA (04)

3rd Party Analysis

(In brief)



247
Users

1.5M
Sources

4.6M
Candidates

173M 
Photometry Points

97k 
Comments

1.8M
Annotations

7.4M/
2.3Gb
Thumbnails

2.1M
Source Views



Building the plane while we fly it…


…and (trying to) squash bugs big and small.



MMA Infrastructure for O4 



Inherits from two very successful projects during O3 and beyond: 
GRANDMA’s iCARE and GROWTH’s ToO Marshal 

Ahumada et al. 2105.05067, Anand and Coughlin et al. 2009.07210, Andreoni and Goldstein et al. 1910.13409, 
Antier et al: 1910.11261, 2004.04277, Coughlin et al.: 1907.12645, etc.



A vision for the O4 workflow
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Goal: Inform follow-up 
decisions

Goal: Remove difference between code we 
use to vet candidates in low latency and code 

we use to do science  



Wide Field of View 
Surveys

Galaxy Targeted

Candidates

Photometry Spectroscopy

Characterization

Identification

Localization Classification

Alerts

What is available now in SkyPortal
Ingestion by gcn-kafka

Network-level scheduling 
using gwemopt. 
Validation using 

simsurvey. Cross matching of filter 
streams with skymaps. 
Automated summaries 
for distribution through 

GCN.

Analysis framework to 
interact with light curve / 

spectroscopy fitting 
frameworks

API interactions with 
follow-up telescopes 
(SEDM, LCO, Swift, 

NICER, etc.) and 
photometry services 
(ATLAS, ZTF, etc.)

Notification framework by 
email, SMS, slack, phone 
etc. Time-zone cognizant 

shifts.



Integration with Bayesian Inference toolkits: 
The Nuclear Multi-messenger Astrophysics Framework

•  Generalized EM-GW Bayesian inference infrastructure 
◦gravitational-wave data analysis using parallel bilby 
◦kilonova modelling with various models (Bulla, Kasen, etc.)  
◦gamma-ray burst afterglow fits (as well as other fast transient 
models to perform model selection) 
◦chiral effective field theory to simulate the neutron-star EOS 
◦neutron-star maximum mass and NICER constraints, fits to 
relate ejecta parameters to progenitor parameters using 
numerical relativity 

•Used for Ahumada, Singer, et al., Dietrich, Coughlin, et al., Tews, 
Pang, et al., etc.

https://nuclear-multimessenger-astronomy.github.io/nmma/ https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.08513

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.05067
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.11355
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.06057
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.06057


● Light curve fitting: fit to supernova, kilonova, GRB, etc. models with the click of a 
button. (Done, but how to properly scale?) 

● Follow-up prioritization suggestion. (Fast-transient simulation sets, still need a 
working agent). 

● Creation of space-time MOCs (for ease of internal and external observation 
distribution). (How to deliver to the community?) 

● Improved scheduling with M4OPT. MIP-based scheduling (rather than heuristics). 
● Upperlimits/efficiency assessment: integration of NIMBUS to quote physics 

constraints based on upper limits. Updated version of simsurvey for speed. 
● Sharing. Can we more easily streamline the posting of data between instances of 

SkyPortal?

What (else) do I hope is available by O4?



How to Engage
• Document Issues on the SkyPortal GitHub

• Contribute code via pull requests - we’re happy to onboard you!

• Lots of (unique) learning opportunities in development and operations

• YouTube Channel: https://tinyurl.com/skyportal-demos

•User Survey: https://forms.gle/5vnYiWJSkqngP9G27

https://forms.gle/5vnYiWJSkqngP9G27


Thank you!


